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1. INTRODUCTION

At this time, organizations are expected to gain 
an increased in competitiveness and chances to 
focus their efforts and use their resources on their 
core competence. Therefore, cloud computing 
is defined as “a model for enabling convenient, 
on-demand network access to a shared pool 
of configurable computing resources (e.g., 
networks, servers, storage, applications, and 
services) that can be rapidly provisioned and 
released with minimal management effort or 
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employing	certain	types	of	security	policies	in	small	businesses	implementing	cloud	computing	technologies	
to	encourage	small	business	to	migrate	to	cloud	computing	by	portraying	what	is	needed	to	secure	their	
infrastructure	using	traditional	security	policies	without	the	complexity	used	in	large	corporations.

service provider interaction” (Mell & Grance, 
2010). Furthermore, cloud computing enables 
dynamic provisioning of resources based on the 
requirements of the user (Yogesh & Navonil, 
2010). In a recent study, Cloud computing is 
not a new technology, but it is a new way of 
delivering technology. It is a new way of ex-
ecuting business applications by relying more 
on a third party’s infrastructure, then local in-
frastructure (Srinivasan, 2010). In addition, the 
implementation of cloud computing is definitely 
accelerating (Cervone, 2010) and much of this is 
being motivated by new business requirements 
and enabled by information technology (IT).DOI: 10.4018/ijcac.2011040103
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Most importantly, Katharine and David 
(2010) explained that in concepts of the cloud, 
while widespread usage is not yet common, 
some governments are taking stages to guarantee 
their information remains authentic and acces-
sible. For this viewpoint, cloud computing is 
increasingly being considered as a technology 
that has the possible of changing how the inter-
net and the information systems are presently 
operated and used (Amir, 2010).

Lately, governments of several countries 
have realized the potential of cloud computing 
in offering enhanced services to its citizens. 
For example, UK Government is developing a 
secure cloud infrastructure called “G-Cloud” 
for public sector bodies. More significantly, the 
strategy will also provide some standardization 
for capabilities for the promotion of shared 
services with accredited cloud service provid-
ers (Heath, 2010).

However, a client computer on the Internet 
can communicate with many servers at the same 
time, some of which may also be exchanging 
information among themselves (Hayes, 2008). 
Furthermore, the cost of this service can be 
determined by several factors such as an hour 
of usage, software type, and storage space 
utilization (Srinivasan, 2010). Therefore, this 
can be translated into saving of the software 
license, number of support labor, maintenance, 
office space and utilities.

Recently, Wittow and Buller (2010) stated 
that traditional computing model is based on 
using hardware and software resources, which 
required on-site computing power and disk 
storage space, as well as the technical human 
expertise necessary to implement, maintain and 
secure those resources. Also, complicated and 
expensive upgrade procedures were necessary 
to take advantage of new developments and fea-
tures available for software applications in the 
traditional computing model (Wittow & Buller, 
2010). In addition, the upgraded software or/
and hardware often required upgrading licenses 
and increasing backup and recovery capabili-
ties to reduce the downtime that users would 
experience should a software or hardware failure 
occur. Furthermore, local administrators with 

specialized, technical skill-sets were histori-
cally responsible for application and hardware 
maintenance (Wittow & Buller, 2010). In ad-
dition, the “traditional model” often involved 
managing a large hardware infrastructure with 
dissimilar operating systems and applications 
that required individual backups, monitoring 
and software updates (Wittow & Buller, 2010). 
The traditional computing model required com-
panies (and individuals) to make a significant 
financial commitment to set up software and 
hardware resources, and these were frequently 
difficult to expand when the needs of users 
changed (Wittow & Buller, 2010).

Furthermore, for small business, cloud 
computing can be a saving and reliability factors 
for relying increasingly on these technologies. 
In fact, clouds technologies may be very suitable 
for small businesses since clouds offer technical 
support and lower cost of service. Hence, an 
important issue in cloud computing allows for 
rapid increases in capacity or capability without 
the need to invest in additional infrastructure, 
personnel, or software licensing (Wittow & 
Buller, 2010). Furthermore, cloud computing 
free individuals and small businesses from 
worries about quick obsolescence and a lack 
of flexibility (Greengard, 2010). Therefore, 
small business will not need complicated 
infrastructure such as servers and lots of man-
aged switches.

Another advantage for small business is 
the increasing popularity of internet notebooks, 
or “netbooks,” (Wittow & Buller, 2010). Net-
books are typically low-cost, lightweight laptop 
computers with reduced hardware capacity and 
processing power that are primarily designed 
to provide the user with access to the Internet 
(Wittow & Buller, 2010). In this respect, net-
books provide users with vast resources because 
the cloud is fully accessible without requiring 
users to make a substantial investment in lo-
cal hardware (Wittow & Buller, 2010). The 
virtually unlimited resources available in the 
cloud make the local system’s limited hardware 
capabilities irrelevant (Wittow & Buller, 2010). 
Therefore, the user will not need to install Mi-
crosoft Office locally, which uses more CPU 
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